Fall 2021 Seminar Series

Fridays 11am-12pm Via Zoom or In-Person

For a list of speaker profiles go to this link

August

8/27 Pablo Hoijemberg (CIBION-CONICET, Center for Bionanoscience Research, Buenos Aires, Argentina) - Remote

September

9/3 Prof, Keunhong Jeong (Korea Military Academic) - In-Person- SI 1111
9/10 Prof. Tomas Bürgi (University of Geneva) - Remote
9/17 Bala Addepalli (University of Cincinatti) - Remote
9/24 Heather Kulik (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) - Remote

October

10/1 Peng Liu (University of Pittsburgh) - Remote
10/8 Jonathan T. Szepanski (Texas A&M) - In-Person- SI 1111
10/15 Srinivas Ramachandran (Anschutz Medical Campus) - Remote
10/22 Ümit Akbey - Remote
10/29 Jessica MJ Swanson (University of Utah) - Remote

November

11/5 Carlos Crespo-Hernández (Case Western University) - Remote
11/12 David Bentley (CU Anschutz) - Remote
11/19 Yong Liu (CU Denver) - In-Person- SI 1111

December

12/3 Vincente Talanquer (University of Arizona) - Remote
12/10 Seonah Kim (Colorado State University) - Remote